TRIP TO MOZ
BLANKET/MEDS RUN
2018.05.19

Once again Simoné Eksteen was very gracious to

prepare a few boxes with supplements, vitamins
and other medicines to take to Mozambique.

This time I was also participa-

ting in a ride to distribute the
goods. It was called “Blanket
Run” and the meds would be
included. To make a trip to Moz
on the trike had been a long
time dream that was about to
become true and of course I was excited.

One important detail of the trip was to get the

entry visa into Mozambique. When I arrived here in Africa, 18 years ago, visas for Portuguese
were simple to apply for, easy to get and not at all expensive. But with time
they have been increasing in difficulty and price, and now there is so much
criteria to observe before being granted permission to visit the country it’s
not even funny.

After making proof of where I’d stay and pay one thousand meticais,
roughly seventeen U.S. dollars, I got the single entry.

The goods had been picked up previously and taken by car by biker friends
who live on that side. So it was just me and the trike on a short two hundred
kilometres ride,... with a border in between...

My concern that a trike would call too much unnecessary attention at the

border, where you normally get swamped by vendors, money changers
and solicitors impersonating border officials revealed itself unfounded
and actually it worked in my favor. Everybody was so taken by
surprise that the reactions were minimal and I was pretty much
left alone.

Overall the ride was pleasant, the weather this time of the
year is fresh and usually dry which makes it easier on a
geared up rider.

Once on Mozambican soil many things change, the speed

limits better be observed or the risk of being stopped by traffic police is really real, the
highway, the Maputo corridor that starts in Johannesburg all the way to Maputo/Moz gives
us a sort of feeling of continuity.

But at the Maputo city gates the scenario changes drastically, where we bump into a third

world greeting entrance, a roundabout that
seems more like a messed up whirlpool stock
full of potholes, mud when raining, and taxis
all wanting to get in first. I remember this
“landmark” since my very first day, with the
only innovation that now close by there is a
bridge being built by the Chinese, over the bay,
to connect Maputo to Catembe.

Once the first impressions of the old city are
from times most of us hardly remember,
urge to make itself modern, reinvent
architecture which proudly stand tall
relics of former glories.

past, degraded buildings and unkept streets
one can feel the city’s
itself in daring feats of
looking down on depleted

That’s where I stayed.
Next day I had an appointment with Anselmo, a

Mozambican Pastor who stays in South Africa and is
part of the Barberton Fraternal. He was there lecturing
at a Christian Center in Matola, twenty kilometres out
of town. The plan was for me to assist to his lecture
and get to know a bit more about his activities as an
itinerant Bible School founder and teacher.

Sky covered in dark drizzling clouds and the forecast

predicting rain but a true biker is not intimidated by
the elements… … and so I got there soaked from top to
bottom and stayed that way the whole time. Only on the
way back the sun graciously made a brief appearance to
dry me up.

The day came to visit “Luana Semeia Sorrisos” and bring

the donations for the children. It was an unpredictable
rainy day again and so after some back and forth in our
resolve to go on the bikes, my hosts and I finally jumped

in the car for a more
comfortable dry trip
over there. I must say
I was a bit disinclined;
after all I had just
been through water
two days before… I
was ready!

But

it was a good
time with the kids
and the mothers at
the Center. Benilde
Mourana explained the Center’s rationale, introduced us to the children and each individual

diagnosis, thanked us for the donations and we took family pictures. It was a rather emotional
moment for us, and some tears welled up.

Promises were renewed to come again and make a more permanent partnership in the

future. Since then the Tchuma Tchato Project was able to send a wheelchair and more meds.

To complement this report you can watch our video on YouTube here.
Donations to the Project can be dropped at: gofundme!
it!
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